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Instructions
da Vinci Barrage Tank
Preface
Follow the steps of this guide to complete the
assembly of your da Vinci Barrage Tank.
Component pieces that make up the Barrage
Tank are enclosed in various bags within the
kit. Each bag represents a different part of the
tank assembly, and is marked with a label (i.e.
“Bag 01”, etc.) for easy identification.
To become very familiar with this kit, it is
recommended that you read this instruction
Guide several times before attempting the
assembly. Also, perform a dry fitting of the
wooden parts before applying glue.

For best results, follow each step closely and
allow sufficient time for each step. Take your
time during each step.
Good luck, and have fun!

CHAPTER 1: LOWER PANELING ASSEMBLY

1A. Locate pieces that comprise of the Lower Paneling
Assembly (Bag 03). Begin by placing two panels side by side.

1C. Photo of the finished Lower Paneling Assembly.

1B. Position the panels such that their vertical edges touch. From the paper
sheet, cut out the Lower Joint Strips. Apply glue to the strip and join the
two pieces together. Ensure that there is no gap between the edges.

CHAPTER 2: BASE PLATE ASSEMBLY

2A. Locate the Base Plate.

2C. If you observe gaps between the Lower Panels and the Base Plate
(see red circle), then move on to step 2D to perform the Base Place
centering process. Otherwise proceed to step 2F.

2B. Drop the Base Plate into the Lower Paneling Assembly. Depending on how accurate
the Lower Panel Assembly was made, the Base Plate fitting will either be too tight, too
loose, or just right. If too tight, then use sand paper to file down the circumference of the
Base Plate. If too small, proceed to step 2C.

2D. Centering Process: To properly center the Base Plate, loosely position the Spacers
(Bag 06) between the Base Plate and the Lower Panels. Position the Spacers so that they
overlap the glued-down Joint Strips. Do not glue the Spacers since they are only used as
temporary guides, and will be removed later.

2E. Photo of all 32 spaces in position.

2G. Close-up photo of the Joint Block assembly. Apply a
liberal amount of glue to achieve a solid fit.

2F. Begin attaching the Base Plate to the Lower Panel Assembly by using the diamondshaped Joint Blocks (Bag 03). Begin by attaching four Joint Blocks on opposite sides
(North / South / East / West) of the Base Plate, as shown by the red circles in the photo
above.

2H. Repeat the above process until all 32 blocks are attached. Next, remove the
Spacers (there is no further use).

CHAPTER 3: CANNON INSTALLATION
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3A. Locate components of the Cannon Installation.

3B. Glue the paper Cannon Strip to the Cannon Joint Block, as depicted
in the photo above.

GLUE

3C. Flip the Block over and apply glue to the face-up side of the
paper strip. Apply glue to one end of the Cannon and position it so
that it touches both the Block and the paper Strip. Next, wrap the
Strip over the Cannon end and secure it to the side of the Cannon
Block.

3D. Apply glue liberally to the contact face of the Cannon Block in
preparation for fitting.

3E. Inside view of the completed Cannon Block Assembly. Repeat this
process until all 32 Cannons are in place.

3F. Top view of the completed Cannon Assembly.

CHAPTER 4: WHEEL ASSEMBLY

Leave 3 slots open
4A. Locate Wheel and Wheel Pins (Bag 01)

4B. Slide Wheel Axle Rod into center hole of the Wheel. Glue the Axle Rod in place. Ensure
that there is equal distance on either side of the extend Axle Rod ends.
Install the Wheel Pins so that the back end sits flush with the face of the Wheel. Apply glue
lightly. NOTE: only install 15 of the 18 Wheel Pins at this time.

4C. Place one Metal Washer on each side of the Axle Rod end.
(Do not glue). Repeat this process for the other three Wheels.

4D. Locate the Wheel Strut and Strut Block.

4E. Glue the pieces together. Use a liberal amount of glue to ensure a
solid fit. Repeat this step for all eight Strut & Block assemblies.

4F. Make a pencil mark along the center of the longer length of the wheel
cutout found on the Base Plate. The distance from edge to center is 4.5 mm.

4G. Prepare two Strut & Block Assemblies like so.

4I. Photo showing Wheel & Strut Assemblies in place. Repeat this process
until all four Wheel Assemblies are mounted to the Base Plate. For a more
secured fit, apply glue to the edges as show in the photo above (red arrows).
Finally, insert the remaining three Wheel Pins.

4H. Apply glue onto the Base Plate area show as red in the photo above. Slide
each of the Strut & Block assembly through each end of the Wheel Axle Rod.
Secure down the Strut Block onto the glued area. (Note the reason for the three
missing Wheel Pins)

CHAPTER 5: LANTERN GEAR ASSEMBLY

5A. From Bag 04, locate two Lantern Gear Discs and Six Rods. Insert
Rods into outer holes. Ensure that the Rod Ends are flush against the
face plate of the Lantern Disc. Glue Rods in place. (Use glue lightly)

5C. Insert Axle Rod into the inside holes of the Discs. Ensure that the
ends of the Rods extending out are equal distance on either sides. Glue
the Axle Rod to the Discs.

5B. Photo of one completed Lantern Gear and Rod Assembly.

5D. Locate a Lantern Gear Support and insert into the slot found on the Base
Plate. Insert until the bottom edge is flush with the bottom of the Base Plate.
(See photo in step 5J for reference).

5E. Insert one end of the Lantern Gear Axle rod into the hole of the
Support.

5G. Locate one Handle Disc and one Handle Pin.

5F. Position the other Strut into place and glue down. Ensure that the
Lantern Gear Assembly is able to spin freely about its horizontal axis.
Repeat this process until all four Lantern Gear Assemblies are completed.

5H. Glue into place.

5I. Glue Handle Disc Assembly onto the end of the Lantern Gear
Axle Rod. Ensure that the Lantern Gear Assemble is able to spin
freely.

5J. Photo showing the underside of the Base Plate and where the
Lantern Gear Supports are joined. Apple glue to ensure a solid fit.

CHAPTER 6: UPPER PANELING ASSEMBLY

6A. Locate Upper Paneling (Bag 02) pieces. Place edges together.
Apply glue on Joint Strips (Paper Sheet) and join.

6B. Repeat this process until all 32 Upper Paneling pieces are joined.

6A. Locate Upper Paneling (Bag 02) pieces. Place edges together.
Apply glue on Joint Strips (Paper Sheet) and join.

6B. Photo of completed Upper Paneling Assembly (inverted view).

6C. View of completed Upper Paneling Assembly (upright view)

6D. Locate the ten Joint Tabs for joining the Canopy Ring to the Upper
Paneling Assembly. Fold each Tab in half to achieve a slight bend as
shown in the photo.

6E. Apply glue to one-half side of the tab and attach it to the inside
Upper Panel Assembly as shown in the photo.

6F. A view of the inverted Panel Assembly with Tab.

6G. Glue all ten Tabs into place, equally distanced apart.

Turret Rod

6H. Locate the Canopy Ring.

Height Guide

Slot
6I. Locate a Canopy Rod. Insert one end of the Canopy Rod into
Slot. Place the Height Guide in the center of the Canopy Ring.
Position the other end of the Canopy Rod so that it rests onto the
top edge of the Height Guide.

6J. Repeat this step until all ten Canopy Rods are in place. Apply glue
to the areas where the Rod meets the Slot (red arrows).

GLUE

6K. From the paper sheet, cut out the circle-shaped Canopy Hat.
Apply glue onto the surface as show above.

6L. Glue the Canopy Hat onto the Rod ends.

6M. Apply glue onto Tab surfaces (red arrow).

6N. Place Canopy Assembly onto tabs to complete the Barrage Tank
Assembly.

Congratulations; your Barrage Tank is now complete.
Feel free to stain the wooden parts of your model. Depth of color and finish is
entirely up to you.
Modification can be made such as open window cut-out shown below. Use
your creativeness to make your Barrage Tank uniquely yours.

